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About This Video

Tim (Leo Koorhan) and his best friend Maggie (Laura Piccoli - Law & Order SVU) love playing video games everyday after
high school. But a new girl in school, Amanda (Mia Vallet - Believe), changes the routine. Changes the rules. Changes

everything. Now Tim and Maggie have to decide what level they are really playing.
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Title: Level Up
Production:
Crossbow Studio
Distributor:
Devolver Digital Films
Release Date: 17 Aug, 2010
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 720p(0.5GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: Stereo
Running Time: 22 minutes

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.
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Waste of time and money, stupid... and I'm rarely critical of any movie at all.. >.>. Awww, that was sweet! Some gamer stories
never get old. Good job, indie film people.. That was Really Emotional and really great. somehow at the end of the movie i had
a smile on my face, something like that doesn't happend alot when i watch a movie and have a smile when it ends
the movie was really great and i recommend it for everyone yes its 22 mins but damn its an amazing movie and i would love to
see more movies like that :3. Nothing original in this. The short descriptive covers it all. Nonetheless, I mildly enjoyed it. It's a
low budget, small studio film, it's cheap, and it was entertaining watching it (at least I don't feel like having wasted 20 minutes),
so let's make it a thumbs up. Believe me, however, there is nothing original in this, nothing unexpected, and it's not particularly
clever nor fun. All characters are very sterotypical and the geeky girl is maybe too much pretty for the role she is supposed to
play. The review of "Just movies" nails it perfectly: it will leave a smile on your face. And that's pretty much all about it..
Couples that game together, stay together <3. Maggie was emotionally abusive by giving the cold shoulder and refusing to
communicate and hear him out.

She let her jealousy control her actions when they weren't even in a committed relationship.

She was the one to introduce them!

Red flags.. this sucks i just wasted 2 euros on one F**king episode. I could have bought a game for that
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